Wednesday, January 18th, 2017

System Integration Platform
14.00-14.30 Registration

Materials for Optical Bonding & Black Panel Design
14.30-14.45 Franz Schneider, DFF
Welcome, Program, Logistics, Introduction of Guests and Members

14.45-15.15 Ulrike Schulz, FHG IOF, Jena
“Innovative AR Coatings via Plasma Technologies”

15.15-15.45 Konstantin Leonhardt, Covestro, Leverkusen
“Makrofol-Specialty Films for Displays”

15.45-16.15 Coffee Break - Networking

16.15-16.45 Manuela Junghähnel, FHG, FEP Dresden
“Gradient-index Type of AR Surfaces Technologies”

16.45-17.15 Sho Itoh, NEG, Otsu, Japan
“Ultra thin glass (G-Leaf) and Touch Sensor Applications”

17.15-17.30 Franz Schneider, DFF
Summary, Closing and Evening Logistics

17.30-18.45 Check-in at Hotel Steigenberger Esplanade, be back on time at the Planetarium

Social Events
19.00-20.00 Meet the stars
Am Planetarium 5, Jena (<10 minutes walk)

20.15-22.00 Dinner and Get together
Restaurant “Haus im Sack”, Bohlenstube Oberlaugengasse 14, Jena, www.haus-im-sack.de (<10 minutes walk)

Thursday, January 19th, 2017

Working Group Meeting
09.30-10.00 Registration

HUDs, Materials for Displays, Privacy Displays
10.00-10.15 Franz Schneider, DFF
Welcome and program

10.15-10.30 Member update and guests
Jürgen Zosel, ORAFOL Fresnel GmbH, Apolda
Others...

10.30-11.00 Klaus Schindler, OptoNet e.V., Jena
“OptoNet e.V. Photonic Network – An overview”

11.00-11.45 Herbert Stütz, Landesentwicklungsgesellschaft Thüringen mbH (LEG), Erfurt
“Supporting investment opportunities in Thuringia”

11.45-12.30 Uli Hiller, Osram-OS, Regensburg
HUDs – an Overview and Technology Comparison

12.30-13.30 Networking Lunch
Group Photo

13.30-14.00 Takeshi Kihara, Paris
DNP’s optical films portfolio for display applications

14.30-15.00 Jürgen Schwarz, sioPTICA, Jena
“Innovative Privacy Solutions”

15.00-15.30 Coffee Break

15:30-15:40 Franz Schneider
Concluding Remarks, Next Meetings and Good Bye

Note of caution as per §3.4 of the DFF e.V. bylaws (see website)
As DFF meetings are not covered by mutual NDAs, the DFF advises its members as well as every participant at DFF meetings to check and carefully select - in their own interests - all information provided in presentations or discussion of any kind.
DATE
January 18th - 19th, 2017

LOCATION
Jentower
Leutragraben 1, 07743 Jena

GETTING THERE
| by car: The North-South and East-West thoroughfares of the Autobahns A9 Rostock-München and the A4 Dresden-Eisenach-Frankfurt/Main cross near Jena. Jena itself is linked to the A4 Dresden-Eisenach-Frankfurt/Main in the city of Jena via the junctions Jena-Zentrum and Jena-Göschwitz. There is access to the A9 Berlin- Nürnberg via the nearby Hermsdorfer Kreuz.

The Optonet Office, our meeting place for the 2 days, are in the JenTower (F10), high above the city of Jena. Once you have reached the JenTower try to get into the the JenTower parking house, there should be enough places for parking (2€/h) or you are already use the parking at the Steigenberger Esplanade Hotel.

| by train: Jena is connected to all European capitals and major cities via the railway network. The IC München-Berlin and the IR Chemnitz-Kassel-Aachen both stop in Jena.

REGISTRATION – MEMBERS & NON_MEMBERS BY E-MAIL
Please send your name, company, and phone number by e-mail to: franz.schneider@displayforum.de

REGISTRATION DEADLINE | January 13th, 2017

Pictures: www.optonet.de; www.jentower.de; www.pixabay.com

ACCOMODATION
Hotel Steigenberger Esplanade,
Carl-Zeiss-Platz 4, 07743 Jena, Phone: +49 3641 8000
https://www.jena.steigenberger.de
you may try the OptoNet booking code: CINPX

SOCIAL EVENTS (for timing, check the program)
Meet the stars @ Zeiss-Planetarium Jena
Am Planetarium 5, 07743 Jena

Networking Dinner @ Restaurant “Haus im Sack”, Bohlenstube, Oberlauengasse 14, Jena

Invitation
DFF e.V.
System Integration Platform
Working Group Meeting

January 18th - 19th, 2017
@ OptoNet e.V.